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Tracking Bids / Close Rate / Backlog 

This document is intended to be used in conjunction with the bid tracking worksheet (Excel), and is 
intended to do three things – give you an overview of why tracking bid and close rate activity and 
backlog can help you generate more consistent revenues; give you detailed instructions on how to use 
the tracking worksheet companion (Excel worksheet) to this document; provide the thinking that will 
allow you to get the most use out of this tool. 

_____ 

1) Why it’s important to track Bids / Close Rate and Backlog: 

If you want to generate more consistent revenue, you’re going to want to track your pipeline of 
estimating / bidding activity, sales results and backlog. When you do, you’ll get a handle on these three 
important things: 

1) Can see what your future revenues will be well in advance of looking at a profit & loss 
statement.  When you can see it before it’s history, you can do something about it. 

2) Get direct feedback to let you know your effectiveness in converting bids (pipeline) into 
contracts – a key number you want to track to know if you are bidding the right work, or to 
determine if your sales process and follow up are effective, or not. 

3) Clearly track by month the gap that exists between what you project to bill against the goals 
you set. 

Let’s define a few things I just mentioned above: 

• Pipeline – work in the funnel of potential projects that you are bidding or being considered for, 
but that have not yet turned into signed contracts. 

• Backlog – work that is in contract and the value of that work in the future.  That includes 
balance remaining on projects in process, or that have signed and will start at some future date. 
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2) How to use the Bid Tracking / Close Rate / Backlog Worksheet: 

The “Bid Tracking / Close Rate / Backlog Worksheet” in Excel format is available at: 
https://theprofitbleed.com/resources.  

Step 1: Using the Bid Data Sheet – The purpose of this tab on the worksheet is used for tracking what 
projects are in your pipeline, and provides the data that allows you to assess if the volume of bids your 
doing, and the amount of projects your closing, will help you reach your revenue goals for the year.  
This is done on that stat summary sheet which is explained in the next section.   

This worksheet is also a great tool for being able to see what bids are outstanding and what 
opportunities are still open.  Here are the steps for completing this tab of the worksheet. 

Complete the Bid Data worksheet all areas that are highlighted in "Yellow" only.  Other fields are 
calculated fields. 

 First time you use worksheet: 

A. Enter Company Name – Enter your company name (cell A1) 
B. Enter Estimator Name - Enter the name of the Estimator (cell A3) 
C. Enter the name of the person updating the worksheet and the date updated (cell D4) 

Update Bid Data tab daily with: 

D. Enter the information of the jobs being bid on while progressing through month in 
corresponding monthly section - Enter the Bid Number (i.e. starting 1, 2, 3, etc. for each 
month), Job Name, Client Name, Type of Job, Bid Amount, and the Date the Bid is opened 
and completed. 

E. Update the status of the of the bid as won or lost - If you win the bid, then enter it an "X" 
in Column B, the winning Contract amount in column H and the Contract Date in column N. 
If you Lose the Bid, then enter the reason for the Loss in column I. 

Note: The dates need to be sequential meaning the Date the Bid is Opened is the earliest date, 
the Date the Bid is Completed is next and the Contract date is the last date.   

If dates are missing a warning message of "Add Dates" will appear in columns P and Q.  The 
warning message in column P means that a Proposal amount was entered in column G and a 
Date is missing in the Bid Completed (column N).  The message in column Q means that a 
Contract amount was entered in to column H and the Contract Date is missing. 

If dates are entered out a sequence a warning message of "Check Dates" will appear in column 
R.  The warning message in column R means that either the Contract Date is missing or the Date 
the Bid is completed was entered as a later date than the Contract Date. 
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It is very important that all dates are completed for all jobs.  Of course, the Contract Date need 
only be entered for Jobs that are Won.  Dates in the Bid Completed and Contract Date columns 
are linked to formulas on the Stat Summary worksheet and the formulas will not pick up the 
data, if these dates are not entered. 

Step 2: Using the Stat Summary sheet - tracking bid and close rate goals against actual.  This is where 
you can see a summary of results  

     Part #1 – the first time you use worksheet: 

a. Enter MM/DD/YYYY of the start of the Period (cell C8) 
b. Enter the Close Rate Goal as a Percentage (cell B23) 
c. Enter the Gross Margin Goal as a Percentage (cell B29) 
d. Enter the Budgeted Revenue for January through December - This is the same Revenue 

from your annual operating budget (Row 26) 

Note about this sheet:  

I. The Work Estimated/month is calculated based on Completed Bids from the Bid Data and 
the Actual Sales is calculated based on Won Contracts from the Bid Data tab. Therefore, it is 
critical that data is entered accurately and timely on the Bid Data worksheet. 

II. The formulas on the Stat Summary worksheet that pull information from the Bid Data 
worksheet are year specific. 

III. The Sales Projections on line 10 for the current month is based on the Budgeted Revenue 3 
months into the future.    For example, January's Sales Projections figure is April's Budgeted 
Revenue.  Also, the Estimates Goal is the Sales   Projections divided by the Close Rate Goal.  
As a result, the Sales Projections figures for October through December will need to be 
manually entered. 
 

     Part #2 – update actual results each month 

a. Enter actual data monthly (rows 25-32).  As you progress through the year enter the 
Revenue/Invoiced amount, Gross Profit Percentage, the P&L Net Profit, 
Deposits/Collections amount, and the outstanding backlog at the end of the month in the 
appropriate month. 
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How to use the “Stat Summary” Tab as a useful management tool: 

Now that you’ve compiled all this data – what should you do with it?  You want to look at where the 
gaps exist between where you are and where you wanted to be, and determine where correction 
needs to be put into place. 

What to analyze in what order: 

     Bidding / Estimating, Sales and Close Rate (rows 11-23) 

• Estimates compared to goal (row 14).  Are you bidding enough volume to reach your estimating 
target goals? If not, how can you increase the volume of work you’re bidding? 

• Sales / projects sold to date vs. goal (row 21).  Are you closing enough work to meet your 
revenue goals? If not, this may be due to not bidding enough work, or because your close rate 
is too low. 

• Look at all three together – estimating goals vs actual, sales goal vs. actual, close rate goal vs. 
actual.  If you’re off track, which of these areas need to be addressed?   

    Invoicing / revenue, Gross Profit Margin, Net Profit & Collections (rows 25-23) 

• Revenue Invoiced compared to budget, look at variance (row 27).  Are you off in meeting your 
revenue goals? If so, what can you do to get back on track? Look at the dollar variance and see 
where you can make up that shortfall.  

• Gross Profit Margin, P&L Net Profit, Deposits /Collections (rows 29-31).  This is a “snapshot” of 
your company.  It a “big picture view” of the elements that are critical to your company’s 
health. Things you want to look at are:  Is there consistency month to month in these numbers?  
Are you seeing trends that concern you?  Are you meeting your gross profit margin goals?  If 
the answers to these questions leave you concerned, it’s time to address them. 

• Backlog Sheet (row 32) is addressed below. 
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Step 3: Using the Backlog and Pipeline sheet. 

 The purpose of this sheet is to let you see where your work that is signed will generate revenue each 
month, so you can compare that to your revenue goals and see where a gap exists between the two.   

Populating the Backlog worksheet: 

There are two sections to the Backlog worksheet - 1) Projects with contracts already started; 2) 
Projects in contract not started yet 

There is also potentially two years of information to complete.  Projects that fit in one of the three 
categories that occur toward the end of the current year are most likely to require information in the 
second year. 

There are multiple scenarios involved that would require information on this worksheet. 

• Projects with contracts already started 
o Projects contracted in the prior year that have started, but are incomplete and have 

additional billings in the current year. 
o Projects contracted in the current year that have started and billings will occur in the 

current year or in the following year. 
• Projects with contracts not started yet 

o Projects contracted in the prior year that have not started. 
o Projects contracted in the current year that have not started. 

Filling in the data: 

A. Enter the bid Number and Project Name - Enter the Bid Number and Project Name (col A&B) 
B. Enter the estimated billing amounts in the appropriate months to total to the Contract or 

Estimated Contract amounts - This will take some thought and knowledge of your company's 
practices in terms of billing.  Factors such as upfront billings for materials, retention, how long 
the project will take, etc. need to be considered. 

Projects contracted and started in the prior year will have to take prior year billing amounts 
into account to prevent double counting. 

Note:  Current year budget amounts are linked from the Stat Summary - Company tab. 
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What to analyze in what order: 

When you can see the gap between your budget / goal and actual early on, you can know exactly how 
much you need to get scheduled for work in that month to meet that revenue – in advance of the 
actual results showing up on a P&L.  

This is a huge aspect of getting peace of mind about the financial wellbeing of your business, as well as 
from a resource need /availability perspective.  When you’re super busy, it also allows you to know 
when you can say “yes” to a job, or when you should say “no” because you don’t have the bandwidth. 

This worksheet is a great tool to use to give you peace of mind about what work is in front of you and 
allow you to stop worrying about future revenues. 

 

--------- 

About the Author: Good market or bad, raging competition or not, any contractor or designer can run a healthy, 
profitable business. Most just don’t know how. Consultant, Speaker, Author Vicki Suiter, founder of Suiter 
Business Builders, knows the secrets to creating sustained profitability and success.  Vicki helps people see their 
businesses differently, then gives them the tools to do things differently.  
 
Since starting her business in 1990, Vicki has helped hundreds of contractors and designers build solid 
foundations for their businesses, enabling them to achieve the kind of success they never dreamed possible. In 
addition to running her consulting practice, Vicki has become an in-demand speaker at industry conferences 
nationally and internationally, where her presentations are consistently ranked among their most popular. 
Vicki's articles and opinions have been widely shared in print and across the web. She is also the author of book 
“The Profit Bleed” How managing margin can save your contracting business. 
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